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Name___________________________Date_________ Time______Observation Location: ___________ Temperature__________ Clouds :______________Haze________________ City lights:________________ Instructions: Go outside about an hour or so after sunset or later…see times on star map. Get away from the lights of Fresno if you can, a good place is to drive near Wild Water Adventures even better up near AUBERRY, or the soccer fields of the High Schools IF THE LIGHTS ARE OFF!. Wherever you observe from, allow 5 or 10 minutes to let your eyes get use to the dark. IT Needs to be dark: A small flash light with a red cover (red t-shirt etc) will help to see the chart and not ruin your night vision. Your cell phone with a red screen and brightness det to very dim works too. Check off each object spotted: Hold the chart over your head. I suggest you face EAST. Adjust the star map so that the WEST is toward the skyline where the sunset happens. Locate the constellation ORION__________ Locate the 3 stars in Orion’s belt_______ and to the left the bright(red giant) star Betelgeuse (beetle-juice)______ and at upper right the bright (blue giant) star Rigel________ Can you see the 3 faint stars of Orion’s swordYes No {it’s labeled M42 on your chart (M42, the great Orion Nebulathis a place where many stars being “born”), use binoculars if you have them on this. NEBULA=cloud of gas and dust that can form stars via Gravity, Friction, Heat and nuclear fusion) Can you see the faint glow of the Great Orion’s Nebula Yes No Below and to the south (right) of ORION you will see the brightest star in the night-time sky…Sirius________ (it will be near Canis Major…its just off of this map) To the left of Sirius you should be able to see the star Procyon_________ Move up and to the left and Locate the constellation GEMIN(the twins)_________ and the stars Pollux_________ and Castor_______(these stars are the heads of each twin) No planets visible to your eye at this time ☹ Above GEMINI you will see the bright star Capella_________ and the constellation AURIGA_____ Look to the right, you’ll see the star cluster called the (7 sisters) PLEIADES_____(use binoculars if you can) ( Plee –ah –deez) Just below the PLEIADES you can see the constellation TAURUS (the bull)_______ and the Bright star Aldebaran_______. Near Aldeberan you should see a V-shape star cluster called the HYADES________ ( Hi –ah –deez) NOW TURN AND FACE NORTH-make sure no trees or buildings are blocking you view. Locate the BIG DIPPER________ and use the pointers it to find the NORTH STAR Polaris______. Can you see the stars of the LITTLE DIPPER? Yes No Locate the Constellation CASSIOPEIA_______ Locate the 3 bright stars of the Constellation ANDROMEDA_______, Can you locate the “fuzzy star” labeled m31 on the chart Yes No This is the Great Galaxy in Andromeda, it took 2.5 million light years for the light of this group of 100 billion stars to reach your eyes. (use binoculars if you have them) Locate the square of the constellation PEGASUS___________ and the 3 stars in the constellation ARIES______ Try to locate the stars of the Summer triangle and Northern Cross(they are the brightest stars in the constellation CYGNUS (the goose). Look around and list any other named stars or M objects. Write a reaction to this activity;
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Name___________________________Date_________ Time______Observation Location: ______ ... Go outside about an hour or so after sunset or laterâ€¦see times on star map. Get away from the lights of ... Below and to the south (right) of ORION you will see the brightest star in the night-time skyâ€¦Sirius________. 
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